The order of term project presentations for CS 2750

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 at 1:00pm
(1) Xun Xu
(2) Jonathan Young
(3) Zichuan Ye
(4) Zhipeng Luo
(5) Wangyang Wu
(6) Wen Gao
(7) Yanbing Xue
(8) Sowmya Aggarwal
(9) Adriano Kurz Maron
(10) Charles Bowman
(11) Amie Draper
(12) Li Ang Zhang

Thursday, April 24, 2014 at 1:00pm
(1) Diyang Xue
(2) Mao Lin Li
(3) Zhong Zhuang
(4) Jeya Balaji Balasubramanian
(5) Seyedsalim Malakouti
(6) Changsheng Liu
(7) Ka Wai Yung
(8) Qiao Zhang
(9) Fattaneh Jabbari
(10) Eric Strobl
(11) Jaromir Savelka
(12) Gaurav Trivedi